the citizen which is so marked in English legislation.    But of course the Local
Authority has the duty also to make bye-laws enforcing school attendance.
What more ? Secondary schools ordinarily demand that instruction
shall be given in certain subjects, namely, the English language and literature,
at least one foreign language, geography, history and mathematics, science,
drawing, singing, musical instruction in the case of boys, and domestic science
in the case of girls, physical exercises and organised games.
As to ' further education ' almost any subject can be studied on almost
any night of the week by persons of all ages, between fourteen and eighty,
The authority has only to satisfy the Board that the courses are organized
* with due regard to the circumstances and needs of the locality/ What could
be fairer than that ? Again medical inspection is compulsory on local authorities,
but there is no compulsion on a parent to submit his child to it*
Head teachers are free to frame their own curriculum and a wise head
leaves his staff free to compose their own syllabuses within a general framework,
Schools are free to choose their own text-books from a list supplied by the local
authority* Teachers are not required to be of any religous denomination and
they have a complete right to their own views on all subjects and on politics.
This does not mean that they are free to air these views in the schools, but
there are no ordinances on the matter. The ultimate sanction is public opinion,
as it should be in a freedom-loving democracy* Children must obviously
be protected from the unfair advantage which an older person necessarily has
in daily contact with young persons. The fact that teachers accept the im-
plications of their freedom is the justification of the system* No doubt the
weakest teachers would do better if their schemes were ordained from outside
the school, but the vast majority profit by having to exercise their minds on
the task ; they thus develop a sense of responsibility which is lacking in some
countries where tight, centralised control exists. Never was there made a
more searching test of this flexible system than during these last two years,
There is, however, one limiting factor to this freedom, which exercises con-
siderable control and sometimes tyranny over pupil and teacher alike, namely
examinations. All recent researches of psychology compel us to think more
of the individual child, and his or her peculiar development, interests and
abilities. It becomes more and more difficult to reconcile a rigid and cen-
tralised scheme of examinations with this more imaginative approach to the
child.
It will be seen from this brief description that everything depends on the
inter-action of inspectors, teachers and local administrators, and like the British
constitution the education system has grown out of a series of practical com-
promises.
The latest and newest development of the Board is the National Youth
Committee, btit here again all the old battles of freedom, voluntary organisation
at^d region are being lefought, though with paper swords. The Junior Minis-
ter has by virtue of his office been created chairman of the committee* Special
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